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and topological
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Abstract It has been shown that humans associate fingers

with numbers because finger counting strategies interact

with numerical judgements. At the same time, there is

evidence that there is a relation between number magnitude

and space as small to large numbers seem to be represented

from left to right. In the present study, we investigated

whether number magnitude to finger mapping is embod-

ied (related to the order of fingers on the hand) or disem-

bodied (spatial). We let healthy human volunteers name

random numbers between 1 and 30, while simultaneously

tapping a random finger. Either the hands were placed

directly next to each other, 30 cm apart, or the hands were

crossed such that the left hand was on the right side of the

body mid-line. The results show that naming a smaller

number than the previous one was associated with tapping a

finger to the left of the previously tapped finger. This shows

that there is a spatial (disembodied) mapping between

number magnitude and fingers. Furthermore, we show that

this mapping is topological rather than metrically scaled.

Keywords Number processing � Spatial representation �
Embodied representation � Finger position

Introduction

An increasing number of studies suggest that finger rep-

resentation and numerical cognition are closely related.

Using brain images techniques, it has been shown that

brain areas involved in number processing overlap with

those involved in finger movements (Pesenti et al. 2000).

In patients with Gerstmann syndrome, numerical deficits

are sometimes accompanied by finger agnosia (Martory

et al. 2003; Mayer et al. 1999). Furthermore, it has been

shown that there is cortical spinal excitability specifically

for the hand muscles during numerical judgements (Andres

et al. 2007; Sato et al. 2007). This association between

finger representation and number processing has been

explained as reminiscent from finger counting strategies

used during childhood (Butterworth 1999). Whether finger

counting strategies indeed cause this overlap between

number processing and finger movement control areas in

the brain is still open for debate. It is, however, clear that

finger counting strategies interact with numerical judge-

ments (Badets et al. 2010; Fischer 2008; Di Luca et al.

2006). This interaction suggests that there is an association

between specific numbers and specific fingers. Such a

relationship is referred to as an embodied association.

Besides a relation between the fingers and number

processing, there is also a vast amount of evidence for

associations between space and number processing (see

Hubbard et al. (2005) for a review). For instance, in

bisection of digit strings (e.g. 11111 or 77777), a bias to the

left or right is found depending on whether large or small

digits are shown, respectively (Fischer 2001). Such a

bisection bias has also been shown cross-modally between

a visually presented arabic digit and haptic bisection of a

rod (Cattaneo et al. 2010). Perhaps the most frequently

replicated demonstration of interactions between space and

number magnitude is the SNARC effect (Dehaene et al.

1993). When healthy human volunteers are asked to judge

the parity of a presented digit by pressing a button, it has

been found that responses are faster with the hand on the

left side of the body mid-line for small numbers and with
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the hand on the right side of the body mid-line for large

numbers. This effect persists when the hands are crossed,

indicating that the faster performance for small and large

numbers is related to the left and right side of space. This

spatial association has led to the idea that humans represent

numbers from left to right on a logarithmically scaled

internal number line (Dehaene 2003). The SNARC effect

demonstrates an association between numbers and the

actual positions of the fingers in space. We will refer to this

mapping as disembodied. Such a mapping between num-

bers and the position of the fingers in space contrasts with

the previously described embodied mapping between spe-

cific numbers and specific fingers. Based on these results,

one could hypothesise that embodied mapping is specific to

situations where the numbers one to ten can each be

mapped onto one specific finger, whereas numerical mag-

nitude, or any other type of magnitude, is mapped in a

disembodied way.

In a situation where it was possible to map a specific

number to a specific finger, dominance of a disembodied

mapping over an embodied mapping has been demonstrated.

In an attention priming study by Brozzoli et al. (2008), a

tactile stimulus was presented to the thumb or little finger

after a digit was shown. Subjects responded faster to a

stimulus that was presented to a finger on the left side of the

hand after seeing a small digit than after seeing a large digit

(\5). This effect was independent of whether the palm of the

hand was facing upward or downward, showing that dis-

embodied mapping was dominant over embodied mapping.

Note that this finding is not in conflict with our hypothesis.

Although it was possible in this situation to map specific

numbers to specific fingers, also mapping of numerical

magnitude probably played a role here.

A recent study investigated the relation between num-

bers and eye movements (Loetscher et al. 2010). In this

study, volunteers were asked to name a ‘random’ number

every second while their eye movements were recorded.

The results show that naming a larger number than the

previous one correlated with an eye movement to the right.

Similarly, naming a smaller number was associated with an

eye movement towards the left. Larger numerical differ-

ences were on average accompanied by larger shifts in eye

position. This shows an association between space and

numbers. Clearly, in this case, there was no possibility of

an embodied mapping as there is between fingers and

numbers. Therefore, one could conclude from this result

that mapping of magnitude is disembodied. If indeed the

mapping of magnitude is primary disembodied, then this

should also hold for magnitude to finger mapping. There-

fore, we expect that there is a relationship between sub-

sequently tapped fingers and subsequently named numbers,

similar to the relation between a shift in eye position and

the difference in numerical magnitude.

In contrast to studies investigating the effects of finger

counting strategies, our experiment was set up such that it

was impossible to associate one specific finger with one

specific number. This ensures that we investigate the

mapping between relative number magnitude and the

positions of the fingers. Using this paradigm, we can

determine whether large numerical differences are associ-

ated with tapping a finger located relatively far from the

previously tapped finger. Note that in contrast to eye

positions, the fingers occupy discrete positions in space and

the fingers are attached to the hands in a certain order. If

the mapping between tapped fingers and number magni-

tude is based on the order of the fingers on the hand, we

will consider this an ‘embodied’ mapping; while if it is

based on the positions of the fingers in space, we will

consider the mapping ‘disembodied’. In the latter case, we

expect our results to be independent of whether the hands

are crossed such that the left hand is on the right side of the

body mid-line.

If the magnitude to finger mapping is found to be dis-

embodied in our task, we will investigate whether this

mapping is metric or topological. A topological distance

refers to the number of fingers between one finger and

another finger, while the metric distance is expressed in

metric units such as centimetres. In other words, if the

mapping is topological, the middle fingers of each hand are

considered spaced equally far apart when the hands are

placed adjacent or, for instance, 30 cm apart, because the

number of fingers in between the two middle fingers

remains the same. If the mapping is metric, spacing the

hands further apart should yield different results compared

with placing the hands directly adjacent to each other,

whereas the results will remain the same if mapping is

topological.

Methods

Participants

Ten employees (two men, one left-handed, aged 22–32

years) of the Faculty of Human Movement Sciences of VU

University participated in the experiment. All subjects were

naive as to the purpose of the experiment. The experiment

was part of a research programme approved by the ethics

committee of the faculty of Human Movement Sciences.

Set-up

The set-up consisted of contact sensors that were placed

under the subject’s fingers. A box was placed over the set-

up such that the subjects could not see their hands. The
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contact sensors were sampled at 50 Hz. Named numbers

were recorded using a microphone.

Experimental design

Subjects were seated with their fingers slightly above the

sensors. They were instructed to name a number between 1

and 30 ‘as random as possible’, paced by a beep at 1 Hz.

We chose the maximum value to be larger than 10 to

prevent a possible fixed mapping between a number and a

digit; otherwise, the value of 30 was chosen arbitrarily.

Subjects were asked to try to adhere to the maximum

number of 30 but were told not to worry when they acci-

dentally named a larger number and to just keep on going.

It was more important for the subject to keep the pace than

to stay exactly within the numerosity range. There were no

other restrictions on the named numbers for the subjects,

and they were allowed to name the same number consec-

utively. With every named number, they randomly tapped

one finger of either hand, excluding the thumb and little

finger. All subjects performed three conditions, and the

order was roughly counterbalanced over subjects. In each

condition, the subjects named 300 numbers in consecutive

blocks of 100 numbers with breaks of a few minutes in

between. Before each condition started, a practice block of

100 trials was performed to allow subjects to become

comfortable with the task and get acquainted with the pace

of the beeps. In the ‘Close’ condition the hands were

placed such that the distance between subsequent fingers

was always 2.5 cm (Fig. 1). In the ‘Wide’ condition the

hands were placed 30 cm apart (distance between the left

and right index fingers in the ‘Wide’ condition and between

the right and left ring fingers in the ‘Crossed’ condition).

Finally, in the ‘Crossed’ condition the hands were also

placed 30 cm apart, but the left hand was on the right side

of the body mid-line and vice versa. None of the subjects

reported accidentally tapping the thumb or little fingers.

After the experiment, subjects were asked to count from

one to ten on their fingers. All subjects started with the

thumb of either the left or right hand, passed all fingers of

that hand and continued with the thumb of the other hand.

We will come back to this in the discussion.

Analysis

For the analysis, we numbered the digits 1–6 from left to

right. Note that this means that in the ‘Crossed’ condition,

the right index finger was labelled 1 in the analysis, while

in the other two conditions the left ring finger was labelled

1. The differences between the subsequently named num-

bers were calculated as well as the differences between the

subsequently tapped fingers. Because subjects quite fre-

quently responded 31 or 32, these numbers were included

in the analysis. Trials in which a larger number was named

(the largest number named was 52) were discarded as

missed trials (0.2% of all trials). Also trials in which sub-

jects failed to tap a finger or to name a number before the

next beep were discarded from the analysis.

Differences between subsequent trials were taken until

there was a missing trial. After the missing trial, taking dif-

ferences between subsequent trials was continued. This means

that no differences between trials before and after a missing

trial were taken and only differences between consecutive

trials were analysed. The data were then collapsed over sub-

jects, and for each finger position difference, the average

difference between the named numbers was calculated. To

distinguish between a metric and a topological representation,

the difference between subsequently named numbers was

analysed as a function of both the ordinal distance and the

metric distance between subsequently tapped fingers. There-

fore, linear regression weighted to the standard error was

performed on the data from each condition separately.

Results

Figure 2a shows the percentage of trials in which each of

the six included fingers was tapped averaged for each of the

Close

Wide

30 cm

Crossed

30 cm

123456

123456

123456

Fig. 1 The position of the hand in the three conditions. In the ‘Close’

condition’, the hands were placed directly next to each other, while in

the ‘Wide’ and ‘Crossed’ conditions, the hands were placed 30 cm

apart. In the ‘Crossed’ conditions, the hands were placed such that the

left hand was on the right side of the body mid-line and vice versa.

The numbers indicate the numbering of the fingers as used in our

analysis
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conditions. It can be seen that all fingers were used with a

slight preference for the middle finger in all conditions.

The percentage of trials in which two fingers were subse-

quently tapped is shown in Fig. 2b. Since all squares in the

matrices have a grey value, it can be seen that all possible

finger combinations occurred, but that subjects generally

refrained from tapping the same finger subsequently (light-

coloured squares on the diagonal). Because these matrices

are symmetrical around the diagonal, there were switches

from left to right hand equally often as switches from right

to left hand in each of the conditions. So, the smaller dis-

tance between the hands in the ‘close’ conditions did not

lead to an evidently different number of switches between

the two hands. Figure 2c shows the percentage of trials in

which a certain number was named averaged over all

conditions. From this figure, it is clear that all numbers in

the range were named. In Fig. 2d, it can be seen that

subjects tended to name numbers that were numerically

relatively close together (dark squares near the diagonal).

They did, however, not very often name the same number

subsequently (light squares on the diagonal). These results

show that the subjects were able to comply with the task.

They were able to keep the pace, and they used all fingers

and the whole numerosity range.

For each of the three conditions, a linear regression was

performed on the difference between subsequently named

numbers as a function of the difference between subse-

quently tapped fingers (Fig. 3a). Note that differences

between subsequently named numbers were analysed,

meaning that they ranged from -31 to ?31. Because of the

positive and negative numbers averaging out to much

smaller values, the axes only run from -4 to ?4.
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Fig. 2 a Bar charts showing

for all of the conditions the

percentage of trials in which

each finger was tapped. b The

percentage of switches between

one finger to another finger for

all possible finger combinations.

The squares on the diagonal
indicate tapping the same

fingers twice in a row. c The bar
chart shows the percentage of

trials in which a certain number

was named averaged over all

conditions. d The matrix
indicates the percentage of trials

in which two numbers were

named subsequently for all

possible number combinations

averaged over all conditions.

The squares on the diagonal
indicate naming the same

number twice in a row
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A least-squares minimisation procedure weighted to the

inverse squared standard errors for named number was used,

taking into account that there were discrete values for dif-

ferences in distance between the fingers. The slope values

were positive (close: 0.19, wide: 0.28, crossed: 0.32) and

were significantly different from zero (p� 0:03), but not

from each other (p� 0:09). The positive slopes in all con-

ditions, including ‘Crossed’, refute an embodied mapping.

For the ‘Close’ condition, distances between all neigh-

bouring fingers were the same and the metric and topo-

logical representations yield the same predictions. To

distinguish between both representations, we plotted the

difference between subsequently named numbers as a

function of the metric distance between subsequently tap-

ped fingers for the ‘Wide’ and ‘Crossed’ conditions

(Fig. 3b). The slope of magnitude difference as a function

of the finger number difference is converted to the slope of

the magnitude difference as a function of the metric dis-

tance between fingers. Based on the average slope over all

conditions in Fig. 3a (0.26), and the distance between

subsequent fingers (2.5 cm), we predict a metric slope of

ð 0:26
2:5 cm

¼Þ0:11 cm�1. If number to finger mapping is metric,

a single line with a slope of 0:11 cm�1 passing trough zero

at 0 cm should describe the data (continuous line in

Fig. 3b). In the case of topological mapping, we predict

three linear regimes with a slope of 0:11 cm�1 in which

naming a larger number is associated with tapping a finger

to the right of the previous finger regardless of the metric

distance (dashed lines in Fig. 3). It can be seen that the

topological model predicts the data best (R2 ¼ 0:45

averaged over both conditions). The metric model even

yields negative explained variance values, indicating that

the model prediction was worse than the weighted average.

Based on the SNARC effect, it could be expected that

subjects named a smaller number when tapping with the

left hand than when tapping with the right hand. To test

whether this was the case, named numbers for the hand on

the right side and the hand on the left side of the body mid-

line were averaged for each subject in each condition. A

paired samples t test (two-tailed) was performed on the

averages from all the subjects in each condition separately.

This analysis did show a tendency towards naming smaller

numbers when tapping with the left hand than when

tapping with the right hand, but this effect did not reach

significance in any of the three conditions (t(9) = -2.1,

p = 0.07, t(9) = -1.3, p = 0.21 and t(9) = -0.91,

p = 0.38).

Discussion

Our results show that subjects associated naming a smaller

number with tapping a finger to the left of the previous

finger and naming a larger number with tapping a finger to

the right. Furthermore, this effect was unchanged when the

hands were crossed. This shows that the mapping between

number magnitude and the fingers was related to the

position of the fingers in space, not the order of the fingers

on the hands. Note that none of our subjects’ finger

counting habits could explain such results nor could any

other finger counting habit. Because we investigated the

relationship between differences between subsequently

tapped fingers and differences in the numbers named, only

a rare finger counting habit of starting with the little finger

of one hand and continuing with the thumb of the other

hand would yield a correlation from left to right from small

to large numbers. This strategy would, however, yield a

reversed correlation in the condition with the hands
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Fig. 3 a Difference between two subsequent numbers as function of

the number of fingers between the subsequently tapped fingers

averaged over all subjects for each of the three conditions. The lines
indicate linear regression to data from each of the conditions.

b ‘Wide’ and ‘Crossed’ conditions as a function of the metric

distances between the fingers. Points at distances below -30 cm

represent switches from a finger of the hand on the right side of the

body mid-line to a finger of the hand on the left side, switches from

the hand on the left side of the body mid-line to the hand on right side

are centred at distances larger than 30 cm and switches between

fingers of the same hand around 0 cm. The solid line shows the

prediction for metric mapping and the dotted line for topological

mapping. Error bars indicate the standard error. Although differences

between subsequently named numbers ranged from -31 to 31, the

presented scale is smaller because only means and standard errors are

reported here
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crossed, and our results clearly show that this was not the

case. Because our results only depend on the position of the

fingers in space and not the order of the fingers on the hand,

we can conclude that there was a disembodied mapping

from left to right for small to large numerical values.

Furthermore, when the hands were placed 30 cm apart,

the mapping between number magnitude and finger was

not scaled to metric space. A large numerical difference

between two subsequently named numbers was accompa-

nied by tapping a finger that was separated by a large

number of fingers from the previously tapped finger

regardless of the distance between the hands. This shows

that number magnitude to finger mapping is topological,

meaning that there is a spatial structure, but no metric

scaling. From visuomotor tasks, it has also been suggested

that the brain represents locations in a topological fashion

(Thaler and Goodale 2010).

The present study does not refute any embodied asso-

ciation between numbers and fingers. It has been demon-

strated that there are interactions between numbers and

finger counting strategies (Badets et al. 2010; Fischer

2008; Di Luca et al. 2006). Such a mapping between

specific numbers and specific fingers clearly is an embod-

ied one. However, in our experiment, there was no unique

association between a single finger and a single number

possible because the range of numbers was larger than the

number of fingers. In this case, there is a magnitude

mapping, not a mapping between a specific number and a

specific number. Our results clearly show that magnitude to

finger mapping is related to the position of the fingers in

space and not the order of the fingers on the hand.

Increasing numerical values were associated with the fin-

gers through a topological spatial mapping from left to

right. Therefore, we can conclude that magnitude to finger

mapping is disembodied through a topological spatial

mapping from left to right.
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